The overwhelming presence of coinages in English literature for children implies that lexical innovation is essential to the fantasy-driven world of children's books. An opaque coinage often stands out like a magic formula. The fate of such nonce words depends on their playfulness -and a possible film adaptation of the book.
Introduction 1
The overwhelming presence of coinages in English literature for children implies that lexical innovation is essential to the fantasy-driven world of children's books. An opaque coinage often stands out like a magic formula. The fate of such nonce words depends on their playfulness -and a possible film adaptation of the book.
2
Several distinctions need to be made in the study of neology in children's literature. Fictional coinages do not fill any lexical gap, nor do they enrich the lexicon. Thus, the 'one off' characteristic of fictional coinages is a predominant feature of such new words. The terminology of nonce formation is described in this article, as well as two main functions of occasionalisms in the context of children's literature.
The interest of linguists in poetic and literary language in general has an old and prominent tradition -for example Watkins (2001) in Indo-European linguistics, Spitzer (1910) in Romance linguistics, and Jakobson (1960) and Coseriu (1971) in structural linguistics, the latter insisting that literary writers are capable of exhausting the potentialities of a language to a greater extent than non-literary writers. For generative linguistics, we can name Bierwisch (1965) , who adapted to this model the focus on poetic deviations from "normal" language, an approach inherent in the Prague School concept of alienation, prized by Mukarovsky (1970) . For Russian linguistics, one must name Chanpira (1966) , who coined the term occasionalism, meaning a new word created for a poetic function at a specific place in a literary text, and which has little chance to be accepted by the language community as a neologism (more in Zemskaja 1973: 227-240) . 13 The term occasionalism and the above definition are adopted in this article for all coinages encountered in the study of neology in children's literature. I henceforth refer to the process as nonce formation and to the result as occasionalism.
14 J. Munat [2007: 166] , in a descriptive study of novel word formations in children's literature, states that "these fly-by-night constructions find their raison d'être exclusively in the text for which they have been created and will be stored in the mental lexicon only for the duration of the reading experience". 15 However, the success of the book -and a potential cinematographic adaptation -will enable such occasionalisms to endure and gain currency. There is then no reason for them not to follow the cycles of consolidation and establishment (see H.-J. Schmid [2011: 71-81] ). As such, the adjective runcible was first attested in Edward Lear's limerick The Owl and the Pussy-cat (1870) . The origin of the occasionalism, according to the OED3, is uncertain: "perhaps an entirely arbitrary formation, or perhaps an arbitrary alteration of rouncival", obsolete adjective meaning 'gigantic, huge; robust.' E. Lear's occasionalism was used to modify various nouns: cat (Laughable Lyrics, 1877), hat (Nonsense Songs and Stories, 1888) , goose and wall (Nonsense Songs and Stories, 1895) . The adjective runcible was further attested by other authors according to the OED3. Records of consolidation are dated through the nineteenth century until 2004. Unlike any suggestion provided by E. Lear for his books of verse, the adjective is lexicalised in the complex lexeme runcible spoon, which is a curved three-pronged fork with one sharp outer edge. Despite its institutionalisation, runcible spoon remains absent from the BNC and shows only a frequency of two in the COCA, one of which is a proper noun. However, runcible has not completely dropped out of the collective lexicon, though the word is mostly used metalinguistically, to debate about its meaning and etymology.
16 As H.-J. Schmid puts it [2011: 75] , neologisms are "new words that have succeeded in surviving beyond a one-off use in an ad-hoc situation". Therefore, a successful occasionalism can gain the status of neologism once it starts being used outside the scope of the book it emanated from.
17 In literature, the author neologizes, creating occasionalisms -and not neologisms -which are not meant to enrich the lexicon but to enrich the text. This liberty follows the principles of poetic license, which W.U. Dressler [1993: 5028] The study of children's literature involves three elements -the literature, the children, and the adult critics. The relationship between these is complex, partly because childhood and 'the child' are difficult to define, partly because adults need to 'construct' the child in order to talk about the books, and partly because the literature is assumed to be 'good for' children in some way. The tensions which are generated are fundamental to the ways in which we think and talk about the subject. 23 Children's literature is subject to a multi-layered censorship, as the book must appeal to the editor publishing it, an educational authority potentially recommending it, the parent buying it and possibly reading it out loud. But most of all, it must be attractive and interesting to the child. I. Pascua-Febles [2006: 111] states that "Children's literature and translating for children […] is the result of a combination of different systems within a culture: social, educational and literary." It is therefore interesting to analyse neology in a literary context that is potentially influenced by education. K. Lesnik-Oberstein [2002: 20] In Lyra's world lights are fuelled by anbaric rather than electric energy. This term returns to the roots of the Latin electricus, which is itself derived from the Latin word electrum, 'amber'. Electric was originally adopted to describe objects that develop static electricity when rubbed, a property first observed in amber. Pullman's coinage anbaric pursues the etymology of this word further back to the Arabic word anbar, from which the English word amber ultimately descends.
31 The coinage anbaric, as seen in (1), is thus the affixed form (internal matrices) of a loanword -also called borrowing (external matrix). P. Pullman used further derivation of anbar: anbarographs, anbarology, anbaromagnetic, which follow standard word formation processes described in J. Tournier's internal matrices (the above-listed examples are all cases of affixation with combining forms).
32 However, the occurrences of occasionalisms in my data did not all fit J. Tournier's subcategories, which had to be enhanced.
Word de-formation
33 In children's literature, the nonce formation of occasionalisms often tends to be the deformation of existing lexical units. Lexical units are altered to reproduce mistakes made by children in the language acquisition phase (e.g. the segmentation mistake a norphan 7 for 'an orphan'). They can also be muddled up lexemes or phrases meant to produce a humorous effect on the reader: rhinostossterisses The Classical and rhetorical concepts 'solecism' (erroneous expression) and 'metaplasm' (solecism accepted by habit or because of the authority of its creator) are outdated and have largely been replaced by 'neologism.'
35 In the OED3, metaplasm is defined as "the alteration of a word by addition, removal, or transposition of letters or syllables". There are several occurrences in my corpus where the signifier is altered, and I refer to this process not as metaplasm but as word deformation.
Word creation
36 In children's literature, nonce formation is not limited to word formation and word deformation. Word creation (also called word manufacture or creation ex-nihilo) is common. Word creation, as H.-J. Schmid puts it [2011: 69] is when words "originate neither formally nor semantically from morphological material that already exists". Such occasionalisms -which do not seem to have a clear referent in the extralinguistic worldgenerally reinforce the fictional illusion of the text. Word creations often combine a free morpheme with a nonsense word. This is illustrated in example (2) below, where R. Dahl uses obscure euphemistic occasionalisms to reproduce the swearing of nine angry giants:
Neology in children's literature: A typology of occasionalisms Lexis, 12 | 2018 (2) 'I is flushbunkled!' roared the Fleshlumpeater. 'I is splitzwiggled!' yelled the Ghildchewer 'I is swogswalloped!' bellowed the Bonecruncher. 'I is goosegruggled!' howled the Manhugger. 'I is gunzleswiped!' shouted the Meatdripper. 'I is fluckgungled!' screamed the Maidmasher. 'I is slopgroggled!' squawked the Gizzardgulper. 'I is crodsquinkled!' yowled the Bloodbottler. 'I is bopmuggered!' screeched the Butcher Boy.
37 The morphemes that can be identified in (2) do not necessary lead to a meaningful lexical unit. Sometimes, free morphemes are created without any known etymon. They are usually explained by the author in the co-text, such as the example for J.R.R. Tolkien's mithril below: (3) It was of silver-steel which the elves call mithril, and with it went a belt of pearls and crystals.
38 The occasionalism mithril in (3) is explained in the OED3 as a "Tolkienian arbitrary formation" and defined as follows: "In the fiction of J. R. R. Tolkien (subsequently adopted in other fantasy contexts with reference to Tolkien): a rare silver-coloured precious metal of great hardness and beauty."
Combined formations
39 Even if few occasionalisms in children's literature follow the standard patterns of word formation, the majority are either a case of word de-formation or word-creation. Both have a strong impact on the reading. The reader has to pause and decipher words which are either difficult to pronounce and/or cognitively uneconomical. Here is an extreme case of combined formations by R. Dahl:
'Words,' he said, 'is oh such a twitch-tickling (4) problem to me all my life. So you must simply try to be patient and stop squibbling (5). As I am telling you before, I know exactly what words I am wanting to say, but somehow or other they is always getting squiff-squiddled around (6).' 40 In the above-mentioned excerpt, we have three puzzling occasionalisms:
(4) The compound twitch-tickling cannot be compositionally understood. Even though it originates formally from existing morphological material, none of the sets of meanings associated with twitch or tickling can explain the meaning of this composition. It could be a phonologically motivated creation based on the assonance in /ɪ/. Thus, I do not consider this nonce formation to be a word formation but a case of word creation that can only be analysed syntactically as an adjective modifying the noun problem.
(5) Squibbling is a word de-formation of squabbling.
(6) Squiff-squiddled around is an opaque word creation for which the best analysis I could come up with is a phonologically motivated de-formation of squirrel around.
meant to enrich the lexicon but is likely to be a recreational process whose aim is to enrich the text.
1.3. Two functions of occasionalisms: hypostatisation and attention-seeking devices 42 There is a strong history in children's literature of defying language conventions, referred to as nonsense. Nonsense is a literary genre, popularised by E. Lear and L. Carroll in the mid-nineteenth century. In J.-J. Lecercle's words [1994: 3] : "the genre is structured by the contradiction, which I shall eventually formulate in terms of a dialectic, between over-structuring and de-structuring, subversion and support".
43 Nonsense is recurrent in nursery rhymes:
Hey! Diddle, Diddle, The cat and the fiddle, The cow jumped over the moon; The little dog laughed To see such fun, And the dish ran away with the spoon.
44 The above traditional eighteenth-century rhyme is designed to delight children with impossible images and to develop their sense of fantasy. In fact, much of English children's literature, including nursery rhymes and fairy tales, also belongs to the fantasy genre, which explores the realms of imaginary or magical worlds.
Hypostatisation 45
The fantasy and the nonsense genres give opportunities for the nonce formation of occasionalisms to name animals (wargs), vegetables (snozzcumber), people (Muggles) and other entities which have no existence in the real world. Here are a few examples to illustrate this phenomenon:
(7) But even the wild Wargs (for so the evil wolves over the Edge of the Wild were named) cannot climb trees. [J.R.R. Tolkien, chapter 6]. 48 According to the OED3, Muggle is derived from the noun 'mug' and defined as such: "In the fiction of J. K. Rowling: a person who possesses no magical powers. Hence in allusive and extended uses: a person who lacks a particular skill or skills, or who is regarded as inferior in some way."
49 Hypostatisation, a term introduced by L. Lipka, describes "the power of words in concept formation, namely that the mere existence of a name implies to a speaker that a corresponding entity must exist in extralinguistic reality" [P. Hohenhaus 2007: 20] . P. Hohenhaus further explains that fictitious words reinforce the overall fictional illusion. Thus, hypostatisation is a primary function of occasionalisms in the nonsensical and fantasy-driven context of children's literature. In (7), (8) and (9), we have seen that the co-text and the illustration can provide the necessary information for the reader to access the concept.
1.3.2. Attention-seeking devices (ASDs) 50 Other occasionalisms, such as the occurrences in (2) have too little co(n)text and no illustration that would allow precise meaningful reading. Some authors are prone to using ambiguous language. In stylistics, this is usually referred to as foregrounding. G. Leech & M. Short explain [2007: 23-24] that -for the Prague Linguistic Circle -the poetic function of language is distinguished by the foregrounding of the linguistic code:
This means that the aesthetic exploitation of language takes the form of surprising the reader into a fresh awareness of, and sensitivity to, the linguistic medium which is normally taken for granted as an 'automatised' background of communication.
[… ] This foregrounding is not limited to the more obvious poetic devices, such as metaphor and alliteration. It may take the form of denying the normally expected clues of context and coherence.
[…] Class 2 prose is opaque in the sense that the medium attracts attention in its own right; and indeed, the interpretation of sense may be frustrated and obstructed by abnormalities in the use of the lexical and grammatical features of the medium.
11
51 In linguistics, P. Hohenhaus [2007: 23] explains that "it has frequently been pointed out, in particular by L. Lipka [1987, 2000] , that one important function of WFs [word formations] is to serve as so-called 'attention-seeking devices' (ASDs), which can be understood as a subfunction of more general 'foregrounding.'" In children's books, occasionalisms are often opaque lexical units that a reader needs to decipher (e.g. scrumdiddlyumptious 12 ). This is cognitively uneconomical but definitely works as an ASD.
52 The length of a lexeme can make it conspicuous. Prototypically, English words are monosyllabic or disyllabic. A scientific study by P. Flipsen Jr. [2006: 293-294 ] reveals that, in English, word length in spontaneous speech averages 1.2 syllables per word for children and ranges around 1.4 for adults. This explains the tendency to shorten words through clipping and initials. Therefore, lengthy occasionalisms will automatically stand out as attention-seeking devices. The difficulty to be spoken out loud (Hjckrrh 13 ) is another means to make occasionalisms stand out. Also, reduplication can catch the attention of the reader (Rikk-tikk-tikki-tikki-tchk Introduction Descriptive à la Lexicogénétique de l'Anglais Contemporain, J. Tournier presents the word-formation processes of contemporary English in internal and external matrices.
External matrix 54
The external matrix refers to coinages borrowing linguistic material from another language. In children's literature, I found loanwords (also called borrowings) from other languages, as well as from forgotten English material. Borrowing in literature contributes to deictic anchoring and can reinforce the feeling of strangeness. Here are a few examples from my data.
(10) 'Sikes is not, I suppose?' inquired the Jew, with a disappointed countenance. 'Non istwentus, as the lawyers say,' replied the little man, shaking his head, and looking amazingly sly. [C. Dickens, chapter 26] .
55 The Latin borrowing non istwentus is a deformation of non est inventus [he or she has not been found] and is likely to show that the character has a smattering of Latin, here seen as the language of academia. (12) The Master and the Librarian were old friends and allies, and it was their habit, after a difficult episode, to take a glass of brantwijn and console each other. (P. Pullman, chapter 2).
[…] The kind lady saw him settled on a bench against the wall, and provided by a silent serving-woman with a mug of chocolatl from the saucepan on the iron stove. [P. Pullman, chapter 3] . 57 The characters in Northern Lights drink brantwijn and chocolatl. These beverages sound exotic, though they are nothing more than plain brandy and hot chocolate. (11), (12) and (13) show that such loanwords do not fill a lexical gap, but the external linguistic material is deliberately used to increase the strangeness of the reading.
Internal matrices
60 J. Tournier's internal matrices are divided into morphosemantic, semantic and morphological neology. The coinages in my data can easily be split into these three categories. However, since an occasionalism can be a case of word formation, word deformation or word creation, I had to enhance the sub-classes of word-formation processes described by J. Tournier.
Morphosemantic occasionalisms
61 For J. Tournier, there are two sub-classes of morphosemantic neology. The first one is about construction: affixation (prefixation, suffixation and back-formation 16 ) and composition (compounds and blends). The other concerns phonological motivation with onomatopoeia and ideophones (also called phonaesthesia).
62 In my lexicon of occasionalisms, I identified several types of morphosemantic neology (new form and meaning).
Construction
63 A multitude of potential words can be coined by affixation. This type of occasionalism, in my opinion, is less interesting to analyse as potential words are not idiosyncratic (e.g. P. Pullman coins semi-humans for bears which are forced to be more human-like).
There are more interesting instances in my data of unnecessary coinages, which automatically work as ASDs. For instance, adding an unnecessary suffix (foulsome meaning 'foul') or replacing an affix with others (disgustable, disguterous, disgustive instead of 'disgusting'). These are cases of word de-formation. There are also cases of word-creation (e.g. mispise, possibly coined from 'despise'). I have not identified any instances of backformation, which does not necessarily exclude this process for nonce formation.
64 Compounds, as explained by J. Munat [2007: 176] Renner [2015: 121-122 ] a lexical blend, prototypically, is identified morphologically by the acts of clipping and overlapping, however, it also must "coordinate semantics". There are few words in English that could be clipped to gl and overlap in ous, namely glorious, glamourous , glaucous and glutinous. It is possible that R. Dahl would have coined another lexical blend for 'glorious.' The other three candidates are unlikely to coordinate semantics with 'scrumptious,' especially since the coined adjectives modify 'food' and 'music.' As there are several occurrences of coinages ending in -umptious in R. Dahl's The BFG, I am inclined to consider the emergence of a morpheme/suffix -umptious (meaning 'very enjoyable, delicious'), playing the same role as the -gate suffix in English words referring to a scandal. 65 Undeniably, a link between sound and meaning can be established in children's literature.
Phonological motivation
J. Tournier makes a distinction between ideophonic and onomatopoeic elements. He chooses the term ideophone [2007: 139] coined and defined by C.M. Doke as "a vivid representation of an idea in sound".
66 Phonological motivation can be the only means to understand occasionalisms. For instance, R. Dahl describes a character: (14) The grueful gruncious Jack (R. Dahl, chapter 14).
67 The word de-formation by affixation grueful < gruesome is easy to understand. However, the word creation gruncious is opaque and its meaning is understood from the reduplication of the alliterative phoneme /gr/ as the growling of a ferocious animal. 71 Each reader is likely to have a different interpretation of occasionalisms (15), (16), (17), (18) and (19). None of them bear the meaning of fizz as defined by the OED3:
1. An intransitive verb: "a. to make a hissing or sputtering sound. b. to move with a fizzing sound". 2. A noun referring to effervescence, a hissing sound or a disturbance.
72 By all accounts compounds with onomatopoeias work as ASDS. They have the advantage of adding a special sound effect to the reading. However, they remain ambiguous in meaning.
73 In children's literature, sound motivation is very important, especially when the book is likely to be read out loud and even when the sonorous occasionalisms are nonsensical.
Semantic occasionalisms 74
The second category of occasionalisms belongs to semantic neology when the signifier remains identical but the signified is new or modified. For J. Tournier, there are two subclasses of semantic neology. The first one is a transposition of the grammatical class (conversion). The other one concerns metasemantic processes: metaphor, metonymy (including synecdoche), figurative meaning and euphemism.
75 With regard to the first sub-class, there are occasionalisms in my corpus which are cases of conversion. Here is an instance by R. Dahl: "the giant is fridging ('freezing') with cold." As is generally the case with literary coinages, such conversions usually violate the blocking principle (also called pre-emption by synonymy). An unnecessary coinage makes it stand out in the text. 78 In J.K. Rowling's Harry Potter, owls are employed by wizards to deliver letters, messages and other items. In several excerpts, owl refers to the message itself: 1993: 5029] , "poets often remotivate words, that is restore the original transparent meaning. This is sometimes called poetic etymology". For instance, the etymology of butterfly is from "Old English buttorfleoge, evidently butter (n.) + fly (n.), but of obscure signification" (Etymonline). It gives poetic licence for R. Dahl to coin butteryfly. The adjunction of the suffix -y remotivates the compound butterfly.
-Euphemism:
It is common in child language to coin a "harmless substitute" as S. Ullmann puts it [1970: 205] to avoid a taboo word. Therefore, it is not surprising that authors will use the same principle to hide offensive language in a children's book (e.g. flushbunking for the 'Fword' coined by R. Dahl).
83 -Paronomasia -also called punning: It uses phonological deviance to associate homonyms. For example, R. Dahl coins human bean, an alteration of human being. This is not simply a phonological de-formation. In the book, there is an instance of humans being called half-baked beans. Since the fiction is about giants eating humans, the semantic transfer is obvious. Collocations can also be altered to create a paronomastic occasionalism (e.g. save our solos instead of 'save our souls').
-Simile:
Commonly, language uses similes to describe words through comparison of their sets of meanings. Similes can be metaphorical and sometimes they are lexicalised (e.g. 'daft as a brush'). In my corpus, I identified similes where the comparison does not clarify the meaning but makes it opaque, either by using nonsensical associations (Up above the world you fly, Like a tea-tray in the sky 18 ) or by using occasionalisms (Sophie said, "would they really eat me up?" "Like a whiffswiddle!" cried the BFG.) Since tea-trays are not meant to fly and there is no clear referent for the creation whiffswiddle, the similes do not perform their role of enlightening description.
Morphological occasionalisms 85
The third category of occasionalisms I describe belongs to morphological neology. In contemporary English, morphological neology refers to clipping, initials and acronyms, which follow the least effort principle and as such are very productive
19
. In children's literature, it is the opposite of the least effort principle, as the author will go through great trouble to alter the signifier, usually extending it. 86 There are several types of alterations in my data of occasionalisms. They can be categorised as follows:
Alteration of the signifier
87 -Typographical alteration: P. Pullman for instance uses symbols (e.g. the diaeresis in aërodock, aëronaut, and Nälkäinens) and characters (e.g. the ash in daemon) which are uncommon in English. Such typographic distinction makes it clear that the coinage is not to be mistaken with attested 'aeronaut' or 'demon' and thus the occasionalism is potentially morphosemantic. When only the spelling is altered, as in R. Dahl's "your spelling is atroshus", there is no doubt it is only morphological.
-Phonological alteration:
There are two types of phonological alteration: eye-dialect and distortion. The respelling of words to show a burlesque pronunciation -also called eye-dialect -results in a morphological nonce formation. This is well illustrated in this excerpt:
(22) 'Why, a beak's a madgst'rate; and when you walk by a beak's order, it's not straight forerd, but always agoing up, and niver a coming down agin.
(C. Dickens, chapter 8).
89 Phonological distortion can be a case of mispronunciation for lack of mastering the language (redunculous for 'ridiculous', langwitch for 'language', gollops for 'gulps' 20 ) or due to some impairment as shown in the following excerpt:
(23) 'Dot a shoul,' replied Barney; whose words: whether they came from the heart or not: made their way through the nose. (C. Dickens, chapter 15).
-Lexical alteration:
The occasionalism is either due to an unconscious mistake (malapropism, metathesis, slip of the tongue) or a stylistic feature (spoonerism). "The ludicrous misuse of words, especially in mistaking a word for another resembling it" [OED3] called malapropism is likely to lead to wordplay rather than neology: Laughing and Grief 21 ('Latin and Greek') . Metathesis describes the transposition of phonemes. For instance, Dahl coins squeakpips for 'pipsqueaks.' Slip of the tongue generally refers to oral speech production, when someone mistakes one word for another. Then again, the wordplay might not be neological. In literature, it can be found in dialogues:
(24) 'Your brain is full of rotten-wool.' 'You mean cotton-wool.' (R. Dahl, chapter 8).
91 Spoonerism is when the initial consonants have been inverted: catasterous disastrophe for 'disastrous catastrophe', bunderbluss for 'blunderbuss.' Collocations can also be subject to spoonerism: frack to bunt for 'back to front' or jipping and skumping for 'jumping and skipping'
22
.
-Grammatical alteration:
Flouting grammatical conventions is another way to create occasionalisms. I have several examples in my data concerning comparatives and superlatives.
Neology in children's literature: A typology of occasionalisms Lexis, 12 | 2018 . Segmentation mistakes are common for children during the acquisition of language. Such mistakes are reproduced in children's literature (e.g. a sistance for 'assistance', a norphan and a norphanage for 'orphan ' and 'orphanage' 24 ).
96 Most of the processes that alter a signifier are stylistic devices, known as schemes.
Schemes are figures of speech that deal with word order, syntax, letters and sound, rather than meaning.
Reduplication
97 Reduplication 25 is only explained by J. Tournier as a minor process [2007: 165] for the word formation of contemporary English, which he includes in sound motivated processes within morphosemantic neology. There are too many instances of reduplication in children's literature for me not to address this process properly. Furthermore, since instances of reduplication from my data show no change of referent (e.g. crackety-crack, thingalingaling verses where it may be used to benefit the metric pattern. Just as children love to bounce and dance, they enjoy clapping along with nursery rhymes and find pleasure in the reliable beats of the repetitions. This might explain why occasionalisms using reduplication are frequently coined in fictional prose. Reduplication emphasizes rhythm. ) and ablaut reduplication is perhaps more common in nursery rhymes or in poetry for young children. Here is an example by S. Milligan [1999: 190] 
Combined processes
103 I have endeavoured to find prototypical occurrences for each of the described processes.
However, nonce formation processes are often combined with one another.
104 I will illustrate the complexity of such processes through an example:
Neology in children's literature: A typology of occasionalisms Lexis, 12 | 2018 (26) "They would be putting me in a zoo or the bunkumhouse with all those squiggling hippodumplings and crockadowndillies." (R. Dahl, chapter 7).
105 'Hippo' is an attested apocope (also called back-clipping). 'Dumpling' is figuratively used to describe a small, fat person. It could be argued that hippodumpling is either a compound or an extended lexeme (resulting from a lengthening process through the addition of a morpheme). 'Bunkhouse' is also extended into bunkumhouse. Since there is a common element between 'bunkhouse' and 'bunkum' it could be either a blend [(BUNK)UM x (BUNK)HOUSE] or an extended lexeme. 'Crocodiles' are transformed into crockadowndillies. The extension of crocodiles is more complex. Crockadowndillies in the excerpt are clearly animals resembling crocodiles, though they are linked with 'crack of dawn.' As for 'dillies', the author is unlikely to refer to the American lexeme. In my opinion, 'dillies' is a hypocoristic y-suffixed form of 'crocodile'. The occasionalism can be considered either as a case of complex construction (blend + affix + metaphor) or simply as an extended lexeme. In all three occasionalisms from (26), I do not believe that there is any semantic charge added to the coinages. At the most they allow new connotations, therefore, in my opinion, they are morphological occasionalisms formed through a lengthening process.
106 The typology of occasionalisms presented in this section follows J. Tournier's matrices. The occurrences of nonce formation in this corpus are of two types: playing with the word-formation process itself or using a stylistic device to create the idiosyncrasy. Occasionalisms often combine several of these processes. Prototypically, there is one (or several) attested word(s) or phrase(s) for each coinage, reinforcing the playfulness of the occasionalism.
Conclusions
107 Coinages in literature are not meant to fill a lexical gap and enrich the lexicon but to enrich the text itself, thus they are referred to as occasionalisms -a type of nonce wordand not neologisms. A textual analysis of occasionalisms in children's literature has enabled me to describe three types of nonce formation: word formation (from existing morphological material), word de-formation (of existing lexical units and phrases) and word creation (from scratch). The formation processes are both lexicological (as described in J. Tournier's sub-classes) and stylistic (schemes and tropes). Thus, I consider that there is no limit to lexical creation and deviation in children's literature.
108 In children's literature where the fantasy and nonsense genres are prominent, it is standard practice to create occasionalisms to name entities which have no existence in the real world. The power of words in concept formation (hypostatisation) explains the overwhelming presence of coinages in fantasy-driven contexts. However, an occasionalism does not necessarily have a clear referent in the extralinguistic world. Another primary function of coinages in children's literature is to stand out in the text. As attention-seeking devices (ASDs), they tend not to follow the least-effort principle, forcing the reader to decipher opaque occasionalisms. Words are coined to humorously stand out in an utterance. The playful impulse is the primary purpose of such lexical creations. The idiosyncrasy of occasionalisms, often long words with a puzzling pronunciation, always creates an effect on the reader/listener. It is the magic formula of words empowered by their complexity. 
ABSTRACTS
In literature, writers have the liberty to deviate from linguistic norms under a principle known as poetic license. Poetic license allows deviation in favour of making language inspiring.
Deviation from linguistic norms often implies that writers can take liberties with word formation, thus neology in literary contexts should be addressed specifically. This article analyses the status of literary coinages in the scope of neology and describes the specific context of children's literature. The article also offers a typology of nonce formation processes for occasionalisms, with textual analysis, from a corpus of children's books, using J. Tournier's matrices of lexicogenesis [2007: 51] .
En littérature, tout/e auteur/e peut enfreindre les normes linguistiques selon un principe appelé la licence poétique. La déviance est ainsi tolérée dès lors qu'elle sublime le texte. Cette déviance aux normes engendre souvent des créations lexicales audacieuses, et c'est pour cela que la néologie littéraire doit être étudiée dans son contexte spécifique. Le présent article analyse le statut des néologismes littéraires dans le cadre de la néologie et décrit les spécificités de la littérature pour la jeunesse. L'article propose une typologie des procédés de (ré)création lexicale des occasionnalismes, selon les matrices lexicogéniques de J. Tournier [2007 : 51] , avec une analyse d'occurrences extraites d'un corpus de livres pour la jeunesse.
